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Infinitely

THE RUINS OPEN, THE GRAY STONE TOWER

Bertha Vimy immediately took out the longbow, trying to attack Lu Yuan.

At this moment, the black kobold beside him held Bertha Vimy’s hand:

"Miss San, wait a minute!"

Bertha Vimy turned to look at the kobold, with an angry face:

"Jingba! What are you doing?! How dare you stop me?!"

Jingba's eyebrows trembled:

"Miss San, it's not that I want to stop you, something is wrong."

Bertha Vimy frowned and looked at Jingba.

"What's wrong? If you can't tell the reason, I will sue my father!"

Jingba took a deep breath, and a touch of anger appeared in his eyes.

But facing his third lady, he had no choice but to endure his anger.

"Miss San, look at the human youth who talks and laughs with that human being."

Bertha turned her head and looked at Liu Xi beside Lu Yuan.

She frowned and said, "Is there any problem?"

Jingba smiled bitterly: "Of course there is a problem. The human is called Liu Xi. He is the
person in charge of the Daqixing Tianfu Consortium in Shayan City. His strength is very

strong, similar to mine. Moreover, the strength of the Tianfu Consortium is even greater

than that of the Vimy Consortium. Be stronger."

"What?! Stronger than our consortium?"

Bertha couldn't help but frown.
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Although she hates Lu Yuan, she is not stupid. Lu Yuan and the person in charge of the

Tianfu Consortium are talking and laughing. They seem to be close to each other. If they
act on Lu Yuan now, it will obviously cause the Tianfu Consortium to counterattack.

Bertha had anger in her eyes, looking at Lu Yuan in the distance, she couldn't help
clenching her fists.

Jingba next to said:

"Miss San, we can't do it right now. If it causes a counterattack from the Tianfu

Consortium, it will have a lot of impact on the development of our Vimy Consortium. At
that time, even if the boss blames it, even Miss San will be blamed."

"Huh! I know it without you telling me!"

Bertha said coldly.

She glanced at Lu Yuan again, put away the longbow in her hand, and said:

"If that's the case, let him go first. But... how could this human be here?! Shouldn't he be
in the gray stone forest? In a short time, he actually appeared in the inner circle of the

sandstone underground palace?"

Jingba is also a little confused when looking at Lu Yuan.

He frowned slightly: "Miss San, we have been looking for the gray stone forest area before.
Now it seems that it is normal that we can't find it."

Bertha nodded: "You send someone to check, when did this human come to the Sandstone

Underground Palace! No wonder it has been able to escape our search!"

"Okay, Miss San, let's go first."

A group of people walked towards the kobold area.

As soon as he walked to the kobold area, a kobold with brown and black hair intersecting

came over and smiled:

"Jingba, you really are here. I have met Miss Bertha."

Bertha nodded coldly.



The kobold was taken aback and laughed: "What's wrong with Miss Bertha? Someone

makes her angry? I don't know if we need help? We, the Moonbone Foundation and the

Vimy Foundation are the best partners. If you need help, please don't hesitate. Say."

Jingba beside smiled bitterly and said:

"There is a human being who provokes the third lady. Now that human being and the

Tianfu consortium seem to have an unusual relationship, we can't deal with him."

"Humans? Tianfu Consortium?"

The kobold was taken aback, looked in the direction of the Tianfu Consortium, and saw

Liu Xi talking to Lu Yuan.

He looked a little weird, and said:

"Miss Bertha said...could it be the human who talked to Liu Xi?"

Hearing what he said, both Bertha and Jingba were taken aback.

Jingba said: "Maus, do you know him?"

"I know, ‘Black Knight’ Lu Yuan, this human being is a bit famous in this area recently. I
didn’t expect that he would provoke Miss Bertha? He really did not live and die!"

"'Black Knight' Lu Yuan?"

Jingba frowned: "They all got their names? How could it be possible?"

"Why is it impossible? Humans are now able to kill the black thread snake, and the

strength is still good. Of course, his strength is not the key. The most important thing is

that he can kill hundreds of fierce beasts every day. Known well."

"Kill hundreds of fierce beasts every day?! In the sandstone underground palace?! This is
impossible!"

Bertha heard this and immediately objected: "He was only in the Grey Stone Forest a few
days ago! In such a short time, he could kill hundreds of fierce beasts every day in the

Sandstone Underground Palace?!"

"Still in the Grey Stone Forest a few days ago?"

Mauss heard the words, narrowed his eyes slightly, and looked at Lu Yuan:



"There has been speculation before that Lu Yuan's ascension speed is very fast, and he

may have just awakened. Now I heard Miss Bertha's words, it is almost certain. This
human being is probably a very strong genius."

"A strong genius?!"

Hearing this, Bertha gritted her teeth to look at Landing Yuan, her face cold.

Hearing that her enemy's talent is better than hers, she feels very dissatisfied at the

moment.

Seeing Bertha’s expression, Mauss' eyes flashed and smiled:

"Miss Bertha, it is not convenient for Lu Yuan and Liu Xi to get close now, but he will
leave after the ruins are over, and it will not be too late to do it."

Jingba frowned slightly: "What about the Nafu Financial Group?"

"Don't worry, I don't think he came with the people from the Tianfu Consortium, but with
a few ordinary human genetic warriors. At that time, they should not leave together."

Hearing this, Bertha's eyes lit up and she smiled:

"Okay! That's the decision! Even dare to attack me, I must kill him!"

…………

Lu Yuan and Liu Xi talked for a short time, suddenly white light appeared on the lines on

the bronze gate.

Everyone was shocked by the change of the bronze gate.

They looked in the direction of the door.

The smile on Liu Xi's face disappeared, his face was serious:

"The ruins are about to open."

The epee in Lu Yuan's hand appeared, and Green also squeezed the huge shield in his

hand. Zhuo Ming swallowed, his face full of tension, and he also squeezed the long sword.

Everyone is ready to fight at the moment.



For a while, the original noisy voice disappeared, and the atmosphere was very quiet.

The white light on the bronze gate walks along the lines, as if an invisible hand is drawing
a complicated pattern on the gate.

It didn't take long for the whole door to be covered with lines.

There was a click.

The bronze gate opens automatically towards the inside.

Inside the gate, there is a gray rocky land.

The earth spread far away, and there is no end in sight. On the earth, there is a
gray-white stone tower standing.

That is the only building on the flat rocky ground.

Seeing the stone tower through the gate, many people stared and couldn't help holding

their breath.

Liu Xi smiled with surprise, and said:

"Unexpectedly, it turned out to be a relic of the trial type!"

"Remains of Trial?"

Lu Yuan doesn’t know much about the ruins.

"There are several types of ruins, exploration type ruins, trial type ruins, killing type ruins,
etc. Among all the ruins, the trial type ruins are the safest! Other types of ruins may be

encountered Opponents far beyond your strength range, but the relics of the trial, the
opponent you encounter depends on your strength. Look at the stone tower in the gate, it
should be a trial tower, and a trial tower is a typical trial. Relics of refining types. Our
luck is good."

Liu Xi's face was full of joy.

Lu Yuan was also overjoyed when he heard Liu Xi's explanation.

In this case, the probability of obtaining treasures is much higher.

Not only Lu Yuan and others, almost everyone showed a surprised look.



"I made it this time!"

"Go in! Start the trial!"

Genetic warriors rushed in toward the gate one by one.

Liu Xi said, "Brother Lu Yuan! Go, let's go in too."

Lu Yuan nodded, and together with the others, entered the gate of the ruins.

He looked around.

Except for the stone tower, there are no other buildings. The gray earth stretches into the

distance. I don’t know how big the space is~www.mtlnovel.com~ But from the gate of

the ruins outside, there is no such big space inside.

This is the magic of the ruins.

Everyone came to the bottom of the stone tower. The door of the stone tower was open,
and there was a white light flashing inside, making it impossible to see the internal

situation.

Everyone hesitated looking at the flashing Shimen.

At this time, a kobold with a giant axe sneered and said:

"No one dares to go in, then I will be the first to go in!"

He took off the great axe and stepped into the stone gate.

Liu Xi looked at the kobold who entered, and said:

"This is Kaman the Iron Axe. He is very powerful. I heard that in reality he is the

enlightenment instructor of the kobold army. He is an iron-blooded faction and has

always been hostile to us humans. Brother Lu Yuan, you are a genius. I am afraid this

kobold. Will be watching you."

Lu Yuan frowned slightly when he heard the words.

He felt that this kobold was malicious towards him before.

Was it because of this?



"Just stare at it, I'm not that easy to deal with."

Lu Yuan smiled.

"Hahaha, if you join our Tianfu Consortium, we will help you."

Liu Xi has not forgotten to join Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan smiled and refused.

After Kaman entered without any accident, others also stepped into Shimen.

"Brother Lu Yuan, I'm in too!"

Liu Xi smiled and talked to Lu Yuan before entering Shimen.

"Brother Yuan, let's go in too!"

Zhuo Ming has a look of eagerness on his face, and his eyes are full of expectation.

Lu Yuan smiled: "Well, come on."

He also stepped into the trial stone tower.
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